
$fren
we are all frens.

https://www.hellofren.io/

https://twitter.com/FRENwgmi
https://discord.com/invite/fren
https://t.me/frenTokenETH


What is $fren?
fren means "friend" 

Here, we are all friends on a happy quest together. $fren 
was tokenized in inspiration of other NFT & Crypto “slang” 
tokens such as “gm.” 

We thrive to bring utility and unite the NFT/Memecoin 
space.



What do we strive to accomplish?

With our fren community, we are striving to create an 
environment for everyone to just enjoy their time together. 
With our different utilities including: frenDAO, a place for 
frens to vote together, onlyfrens, a place for frens to 
communicate and share experiences, and frenDEX, a 
place for frens to invest together.



The main focus of fren is to bring the crypto and media 
spaces together by keeping anonymity and make new 
frens through the blockchain using our Onlyfrens social 
media platform. Our decentralized social media platform 
rewards users for creating content and interacting with 
other users. 

We thrive to bring utility and unite the NFT/Memecoin 
space.

Mission Statement



Every time a user interacts with the community or creates content,  the 
platform records it on the blockchain. Those who hold more $FREN have more 
“fren Power," which lets them decide on community matters and reward 
distributions. We will also have a frenDEX, which is a real-time data analysis 
resource that allows you to anticipate market movements, create unique 
trading strategies, search for your favorite token and look at the most 
profitable wallets, and much more. freNFTs are also given out to holders of 
fren through giveaways or rewards. 

How it works:

The platform uses Fren tokens to incentivize socialization 
in the community. 



Every time a user interacts with the community or creates content,  the 
platform records it on the blockchain. Those who hold more $FREN have more 
“fren Power," which lets them decide on community matters and reward 
distributions. We will also have a frenDEX, which is a real-time data analysis 
resource that allows you to anticipate market movements, create unique 
trading strategies, search for your favorite token and look at the most 
profitable wallets, and much more. freNFTs are also given out to holders of 
fren through giveaways or rewards. 

https://www.team.finance/view-coin/0x37941b3Fdb2bD332e667D452a58Be0
1bcacb923e?name=fren&symbol=FREN 

TOTAL SUPPLY: 1 trillion tokens
CIRCULATING SUPPLY: 100%
Fair launched with no team tokens.

2% reflection
3% marketing
5% LP to uniswap

III. Tokenomics

Liquidity locked - Over one year 



Done To do Soon

IV. Roadmap
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1. Stealth launch 

Initial marketing starts 
1000+ Holders
Influencer marketing
Coingecko/CMC listing
1000+ telegram members
Whitepaper release
Audit 
Huge Twitter Campaign
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2. Second wave of marketing

Billboards 
TikTok Takeover 
3000 Holders
4000 Telegram members
Partnering with other influencers 
Youtube campaign 
CEX listing
Community growth 
Alpha build for onlyfrens in works
Articles 
Beta launch for onlyfrens



Phase 3.
Gen 1 NFTs 
7000 Holders
Press interviews
Mass marketing
Public launch onlyfrens
Major Exchange Listings
Leaderboard for onlyfrens 
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fren’s voting platform. With frenDAO, all of our frens will be able to vote for the direction of 

where the token goes. A specific amount of ETH will be allocated at a time, and our frens 

as a whole can vote for what they believe will help benefit the growth of fren. Some of the 

things include getting influencers, buybacks, token burns, and much more. Whatever our 

frens vote to do, we will do it.

frenDAO
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fren’s social media platform. All our frens will be able to socialize and meet new frens. There 

will be community events hosted exclusively on onlyfrens, and it is for everybody to have a 

good time. onlyfrens will also be integrated directly with all of our other features of frenDAO, 

frenDEX, and freNFTs. frens will be able to participate in community votes, check and share 

charts, and use NFTs for their profile pictures.

Onlyfrens
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fren’s NFT platform. frens will be releasing an exclusive NFT collection that will only be 

minted for holders of fren. There will only be a limited amount of drops, so be sure to be on 

the lookout for when it drops.

freNFTs

fren’s charting platform. frenDEX will have a central place for people to view and interact 

with charts. This is directly integrated within our ecosystem, and people will be able to 

easily view and share with other frens.

frenDEX

FrenDAO:                 Voting

Only Frens:               Social media

FrenDEX:                          Charting

FreNFTs:                           NFTs



hello fren. 

we are all frens. wgmi fren. 
meme frens. nft frens. crypto frens.

https://www.hellofren.io/

https://twitter.com/FRENwgmi
https://discord.com/invite/fren
https://t.me/frenTokenETH

